
New Title list: 

Using the Library   “In using the library students will learn that there is much more to a library than the 

books on the shelves. Students will discover what kinds of information can be found in a library and how 

they organize their materials.”   23mins. 

Using the Dewey Decimal System   “Students will gain an understanding of the most widely used 

classification system for school and public libraries.”   23mins. 

A History of Slavery in America    “This comprehensive program chronicles the institution of slavery 

in North America, beginning with the notorious “middle passage” to Harriet Tubman and the 

Underground Railroad, the Civil War, emancipation and Reconstruction.”     30mins.  

We Must Never Forget: The Story of the Holocaust   “This stirring video is especially designed to 

help young audiences understand this horrifying episode in human history and to learn its lessons for 

today.”  35mins. 

Hitler and Stalin- Roots of Evil    “From the tragedy of the Great Purge to the horror of the Final 

Solution, HISTORY presents this eye-opening look at two of the world’s most infamous oppressors.”  

47mins. 

Ancient Greece   “This program invites students to explore the history and culture of ancient Greece, a 

civilization comprised of over 700 city-states.”    23mins.  

Gods and Goddesses   “”Although its existence dates back more than 2,000 years, the mysterious 

world of Ancient Greece lives on today through its captivating pantheon of mythological tales.”  

100mins. 

AMERICA: The Story of Us- Civil War   “From the taming of the west, to the building of our great 

cities, to the conflict that united and divided a nation, America the Story of Us immerses viewers in each 

moment as it happens.”  92mins. 

The Great Depression   “ Take an in-depth look at the decade that defined a generation, from the 

stock market crash of 1929 to the recovery that spurred by the coming of WW11, Americans came to 

grips with this disaster in The Great Depression, a four part series from the History channel.”  3hrs 

20mins. 

Colonial America: From Jamestown to Freedom   “Takes students on a fascinating journey that 

began at Jamestown with just 104 settlers and ended –or started again- less than 200 years later, with 

the Declaration of Independence.”  31mins.  

An Inconvenient Truth   “An Inconvenient Truth brings home Al Gore’s persuasive argument about 

global warming and the urgency to act now to save the earth.”  96mins.  



U.S. Navy Carriers- Weapons of War    Shows an inside look of the history of aircraft carries in United 

States history.  40mins. 

TEX   Based on the novel by S.E. Hinton     103mins.  

 

Eyewitness Series: 

Planets      52mins.   

Prehistoric Life    62 mins. 

Weather      57mins. 

Natural Disasters    62mins.  

Ocean    62mins. 

 

 


